1. RFID BASED OFFICE ATTENDANCE SYSTEM USING MICROCONTROLLER
2. BUS STOP AUTOMATION USING RFID
3. RFID BASED LIBRARY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
4. CELL PHONE BASED VOTING MACHINE
5. POWER THEFT MONITORING SYSTEM USING GSM IN SUBSTATION
6. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM WITH GSM MODEM
7. SPEED CONTROL OF DC MOTORS USING PWM
8. GSM BASED ADVANCED HOME SECURITY SYSTEM USING MICROCONTROLLER
9. GSM BASED BANK Locker SYSTEM
10. PASSWORD PROTECTED GSM BASED DEVICE CONTROL.
11. BLUETOOTH ENABLED HOME AUTOMATION
12. BLUE NAVIGATOR (CONTROLLING NAVIGATION ROBOT USING BLUETOOTH)
13. PREPAID ELECTRICITY BILLING SYSTEM USING GSM
14. RFID BASED BIKE RENTING SYSTEM
15. AUTOMATIC FLOOD WARNING SYSTEM USING GSM
16. SPEED CONTROL OF AC MOTOR USING TRIAC
17. INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM USING RF
18. DEVELOPMENT OF SMARTCARD BASED ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
19. REAL TIME INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL & MONITORING USING GSM PHONE
20. INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION USING CAN PROTOCOL (MOTOR SPEED CONTROL BASED ON TEMPERATURE)
21. TOUCH SCREEN BASED ADVANCED HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEM FOR NEXT GENERATION APARTMENTS
22. FIRE AND SMOKE DETECTION USING ZIGBEE
23. WIRELESS HOME MONITORING SYSTEM USING BLUETOOTH
24. ZIGBEE BASED WEATHER MONITORING SYSTEM USING MICROCONTROLLER
25. ZIGBEE BASED WIRELESS HOME SECURITY SYSTEM
26. GSM BASED BOMB DETECTOR USING EMBEDDED SYSTEM
27. FINGERPRINT BASED ATTENDANCE SYSTEM
28. FINGERPRINT BASED VOTING MACHINE USING GRAPHICAL LCD
29. HOME AUTOMATION USING ZIG-BEE
30. PATIENT MONITORING USING ZIGBEE FOR HOSPITALS & OLD AGE HOMES
31. INDUSTRIAL DATA LOGGER USING MMC CARD
32. BLUETOOTH BASED STREET LIGHT CONTROLLER USING 8051 CONTROLLER
33. BLUETOOTH BASED SPEED CONTROL OF STEPPER MOTOR
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34. BLUETOOTH BASED SPEED CONTROL OF DC MOTOR
35. SMS BASED HOME AUTOMATION USING GSM NETWORK
36. BLUETOOTH WIRELESS CONTROL AND AUTHORIZED SYSTEM WITH WEBCAM
37. ZIGBEE WIRELESS ROBO USING PC
38. ZIGBEE BASED INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
39. STREET LIGHT CONTROLLER USING ZIGBEE NETWORKS
40. AUTHORIZATION AND CONTROLLING SYSTEM USING ZIGBEE WITH CAM
41. ZIGBEE BASED WIRELESS MESSAGE DISPLAY IN RAILWAYS
42. REMOTE NOTICE BOARD USING GSM WITH SMS
43. CELL PHONE OPERATED LAND ROVER USING AVR CONTROLLER
44. INDUSTRIAL TEMPERATURE MONITORING & CONTROLLING SYSTEM USING GSM
45. PHASE-ANGLE CONTROL OF SCR USING ATMega32
46. FINGERPRINT BASED SECURITY SYSTEM
47. PREPAID CARD FOR PETROL BUNKS USING MICROCONTROLLER
48. PREPAID CARD FOR SHOPPING MALLS USING MICROCONTROLLER
49. RF BASED HOME SECURITY SYSTEM
50. PC BASED MOBILE ROBOT INSPECTOR WITH WEBCAM
51. PIC16F877A MICROCONTROLLER BASED PROGRAMMABLE ALCOHOL BREATH ANALYZER
52. EMBEDDED BASED AUTOMATION OF CONFERENCE HALL
53. EMBEDDED RFID BASED SECURITY SYSTEM
54. ZIGBEE BASED SPEED CONTROL OF STEPPER MOTOR
55. EMBEDDED SECURITY BASED AUTO DAILOR SYSTEM
56. PC BASED CONTROL AND AUTHORIZED SYSTEM WITH WEBCAM
57. MICROCONTROLLER BASED DIGITAL VOLTMETER
58. DESIGN OF A BUS STATUS IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM USING ZIGBEE
59. AN INTELLIGENT AMBULANCE CAR WHICH CONTROL TRAFFIC LIGHT
60. AT89C51 MICROCONTROLLER BASED GRAPHIC LCD INTERFACING (128X64)
61. SMART CARD FOR ENTRY EMPLOYS
62. SPEED CHECKER FOR HIGHWAYS
63. BIO-MEDICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
64. DEVELOPMENT OF GSM BASED 20X4 LCD DISPLAY SYSTEM
65. TOUCH SCREEN
66. LCD THERMOMETER USING ATMega8
67. MEDICINE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM USING MICROCONTROLLER
68. IR BASED COUNTING SYSTEM IN MULTIPLEX COMPLEXES
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69. TEMPERATURE AND AIR POLLUTION MONITORING SYSTEM
70. IR BASED WIRELESS ROBO
71. MICROCONTROLLER BASED WIRELESS INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION
72. AUTOMATIC VEHICLE EMPLACEMENT SYSTEM
73. EMBEDDED DIGITAL SECURITY SYSTEM USING MICROCONTROLLER
74. EMBEDDED BASED LINE FOLLOWER ROBO WITH OBSTACLE DETECTION
75. PASSWORD BASED CONTROL OF HOME APPLIANCES
76. 8 CHANNEL DEVICE CONTROL USING PC PARALLEL PORT
77. EMBEDDED AUTOMATIC TIMED PLANT FEEDER SYSTEM AT89C51
78. TRAFFIC LIGHT CONTROLLER USING AT89C4051
79. EMBEDDED VOTING MACHINE WITH & WITHOUT FAULT SIMULATION
80. EMBEDDED ROBOT CONTROL USING JOYSTICK
81. AUTOMATIC OBJECT COUNTER USING MICROCONTROLLER
82. OVER AND UNDER VOLTAGE PROTECTION OF ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES USING MICROCONTROLLER
83. RESISTOR – VALUE FINDER IN VISUAL BASIC
84. RANK DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR RACE & QUIZ COMPETITIONS
85. PC MULTIMEDIA SPEAKERS USING USB
86. IR BASED 8 CHANNEL HOMES REMOTE CONTROL USING MICROCONTROLLER
87. MICROCONTROLLER BASED TEMPERATURE METER USING AT89C51
88. GSM BASED HOME AUTOMATION FOR UNLIMITED RANGE
89. GSM BASED LAND ROVER USING AT89C51 MICROCONTROLLER
90. DIGITAL CLOCK WITH ALARM USING MICROCONTROLLER AND DS1307
91. MULTI PATTERN DANCING LIGHTS USING AT89C51/2051/4051
92. DIGITAL COUNTDOWN TIMER USING AT89C51
93. FIRE AND SMOKE DETECTION USING AT89C52/4051
94. EMBEDDED BASED BANK TOKEN NUMBER DISPLAY USING AT89C51
95. EMBEDDED PASSWORD BASED SECURITY DOOR OPENING SYSTEM
96. AUTO SIGNALING & GATE CONTROL SYSTEM
97. AUTOMATIC WELCOME DEVICE AT EXHIBITIONS
98. SMART CARD BASED ATTENDANCE SYSTEM
99. HOME AUTOMATION USING SERIAL COMMUNICATION
100. EMBEDDED AUTO SENSING ESCALATOR
101. CLASS ROOM TIME TABLE DISPLAY USING MICROCONTROLLER
102. AUTOMATIC STREET LIGHT CONTROLLER USING AT89C4051
103. AUTOMATIC LIFT CONTROL SYSTEM USING SENSORS
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104. RUSH CONTROL IN PUBLIC PLACES
105. DEVICE CONTROL USING REMOTE DESKTOP
106. DESTINATION TRACKER WITH PATH INDICATION
107. AUTOMATIC WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM USING PC
108. SELF CONTROL WATER TANKS FILLING SYSTEM
109. ANTENNA ALIGNMENT SYSTEM USING PC
110. WATER LEVEL CONTROLLING SYSTEM IN RESERVOIRS
111. CONTROLLING PC WITH TV REMOTE USING AT89C2051
112. MICROCONTROLLER BASED SPEEDOMETER-CUM-ODOMETER
113. A WIRELESS NETWORK BASED ON THE COMBINATION OF ZIG-BEE & GPRS
114. PATIENT MONITORING SYSTEM USING SENSOR NETWORKS BASED ON THE ZIG-BEE
115. DESIGN OF AIR POLLUTION MONITORING SYSTEM USING ZIG-BEE NETWORKS FOR UBQUITOUS-CITY
116. DATA ACQUISITION AND LOGGING SYSTEM
117. MICROCONTROLLER BASED RING TONE PLAYER
118. DS1820 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER ATMEGA8515 MICROCONTROLLER
119. DS1820 TEMPERATURE INDICATOR ATMEGA8515 MICROCONTROLLER
120. 8X8 DOT-MATRIX SCROLLING MESSAGE DISPLAY
121. ELECTRONIC THERMOMETER USING BAR GRAPH
122. RFID BASED ATTENDANCE SYSTEM USING PC
123. OBSTACLE AVOIDER ROBOT USING MICROCONTROLLER
124. DIGITAL CODE LOCK USING MICROCONTROLLER
125. RFID BASED PATIENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
126. 8051 BASED HOME APPLIANCES CONTROL SYSTEM USING GSM
127. MONITOR AND CONTROL OF GREENHOUSE ENVIRONMENT
128. DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF METRO TRAIN USING MICROCONTROLLER
129. DESIGN OF HOME MONITORING SYSTEM USING ZIGBEE
130. GSM BASED DOOR ACCESS SYSTEM USING AVR CONTROLLER
131. GSM BASED STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLING SYSTEM USING AVR/8051
132. CELL PHONE BASED STREET LIGHT CONTROLLING SYSTEM
133. GLCD USING RAPID PROCESSOR
134. VEHICLE PARKING SYSTEM USING RFID
135. STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLING SYSTEM USING IR
136. WIRELESS BASED AUTOMATION SHUTTER CONTROL SYSTEM
137. EMBEDDED IR BASED ROBOT CONTROLLING SYSTEM
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138. INTELLIGENT POWER CONTROLLER
139. FIRE DETECTION USING ZIGBEE NETWORK
140. FINGER PRINT BASED BANK LOCKER SYSTEM
141. HOTEL POWER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM USING PC
142. EMBEDDED AUTOMATIC BOTTLE FILLING SYSTEM
143. BANK SECURITY SYSTEM USING HUMAN FINGERPRINT
144. METAL DETECTOR AND OBJECT COUNTER IN SHOPPING MALLS
145. METAL DETECTION AND OBSTACLE AVOIDER ROBO
146. AUTOMATIC SPEED CONTROL IN VARIOUS ZONES
147. CELL PHONE BASED CONTROL OF HOME APPLIANCES USING PIC16F877A
148. CELL PHONE BASED CONTROLLING ROBO USING PIC16F877A
149. EMBEDDED BASED CALLING BELL USING MICROCONTROLLER
150. RF BASED WIRELESS ROBO WITH HAND
151. ETHERNET BASED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM.
152. SPEED CONTROL OF STEPPER MOTOR USING RF
153. HOUSE DISPLAY ON GRAPHICAL LCD
154. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT OVER GSM COMMUNICATION
155. BANK SECURITY SYSTEM USING GSM
156. RAILWAY GATE CONTROL SYSTEM USING RF
157. CONTROLLING HOME APPLIANCES VIA PC
158. UNINTERRUPTED POWER SUPPLY USING MICROCONTROLLER
159. POWER THEFT DETECTION USING RF
160. PC CONTROLLED ROBO USING ZIGBEE WIRELESS COMMUNICATION
161. TRAIN TRACKING SYSTEM USING GSM
162. AUTOMATIC PLANT IRRIGATION USING GSM
163. CAN BASED ACCIDENT AVOIDANCE SYSTEM
164. PC BASED DATA LOGGER USING MICROCONTROLLER AND VISUAL BASIC
165. TEMPERATURE BASED CEILING FAN SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM (230V AC MOTOR).
166. SPEECH CONTROLLED HOME/INDUSTRIAL APPLIANCES
167. VOICE BASED INTELLIGENT WHEEL CHAIR AUTOMATION
168. VOICE RECOGNITION SECURITY SYSTEM USING MICROCONTROLLER
169. VOICE OPERATED ROBOT THAT CAN RECOGNIZE UP TO 20 VOICE COMMANDS
170. VOICE CONTROL MESSAGE DISPLAY SYSTEM
171. VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM USING GPS AND GSM MODEM
172. POWER GENERATION FROM WIND ENERGY
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173. TRAFFIC LIGHT CONTROLLER DEPENDING ON THE DENSITY OF VEHICLES
174. WIRELESS BSR (BORDER SECURITY ROBOT)
175. EFFICIENT IRRIGATION SYSTEM USING WIRELESS WATER FEEDING
176. AUTOMATIC CAR – PARKING SYSTEM
177. BORDER SECURITY SYSTEM USING GPS